
 

 

 

 

RC ROPE/CHAIN SERIES 

Maxwell's all new RC series windlasses proudly follow in the highly successful footsteps of the Freedom, 
Liberty and HRC fully automatic rope/chain anchor winches. RC10 and RC8 are available in both capstan 
and low profile versions. RC6 is available in low profile version only.  
 
The all new RC12 Series incorporates Maxwell’s latest stylish innovation in automatic rope/chain 
technology. Retaining the classic open design styling more appropriate on larger boats, the RC12 Series 
represents the next generation of rope/chain windlass evolution in every respect. 
 
Every Maxwell automatic rope/chain windlass is available 
with all the necessary components for fully automatic dual 
direction control in a competitively priced package. 

 

 



 

 

Secure anchoring using high quality marine galvanised chain 

Plain Bearings 
Reliable operation with high load capacity and minimal maintenance required 
Max-Warp 
Secure anchoring through high strength rope with stretch to reduce shock loading 
Durable Drum 
High strength large diameter Duplex stainless steel shaft with 316L flanges 
Proven Motor 
High performance motor with a history of rugged reliability in Maxwell product 
Maxwell Gearbox 
Rugged gearbox to suit large shafts with ratio optimised to give best performance 
Aluminium Legs 
Engineered design for superior strength with marine anodising avoiding corrosion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

VC VERTICAL CAPSTAN SERIES 

The VC Series is designed for simple, low cost anchor recovery on smaller boats and rope hauling on 
larger vessels. 

 

ANCHORMAX CAPSTAN WINCH 

An extremely versatile vertical capstan or general purpose electric winch for use as an anchor winch, 
pot hauler or davit winch. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

VW VERTICAL WINDLASS SERIES 

New For 2012 
The VW10 evolved from the demand for a vertical windlass that could be used in a horizontally 
installed configuration  
but which would also, interactively handle a rope/chain rode. The traditional VW models could be used 
with chain only rodes. The VW10, capable of handling up to 10mm (3/8”) chain and 16mm (5/8”) rope 
is ideally suited for use in sailing boat anchor lockers, where space considerations are critical. 
 
Quick and easy to install and available with our without independent warping capstan, the VW10 is 
destined to become an instant hit in this unique niche market 

 

 



 

VWC VERTICAL WINDLASS AND CHAINPIPE SERIES 

The VWC Series is designed for automatic vertical handling of chain only anchor rodes while offering 
an independent capstan for the retrieval of a secondary rope and chain rode or to assist with docking 
procedures. 

 



 

HRC FF ROPE/CHAIN SERIES 

The all new compact HRC FF are Maxwell’s horizontal versions of the latest innovative new vertical 
RC6 and RC8 automatic rope/chain windlasses. The new HRC FF are packed with original and proven 
features including patented 
rode management technology developed by Maxwell. 

Maxwell’s Revolutionary New Chainwheel. 

Maxwell once again leads the market in innovative thinking with the introduction of their latest Wave 
Design™ chainwheel. This patented rope/chain wheel incorporates two unique design concepts that 
greatly improve the handling and control of the rope/chain spliced rode. The outer ribs of the 
chainwheel are angled slightly forward ensuring that the rope and the chain are smoothly guided in the 
wheel during anchor retrieval. 

As the rope pulls into the wheel, the opposite facing inner ribs grip the rope in an undulating manner, 
securing the rope more firmly in a 'wave pattern' action that is far superior to the traditional 'jam cleat' 
manner of holding the rope compared to all other products on the market. Not only does this Wave 
Design™ hold the rope more securely, it is also kinder on the rope resulting in increased longevity of 
your anchor rode. 

 

 

 



 

HRC10 ROPE/CHAIN SERIES 

Maxwell's all new HRC10 Horizontal Series represents yet another breakthrough in performance and 
anchor handling excellence. These horizontal, fully automatic rope/chain windlasses have been 
designed to meet the demands for use on larger vessels up to 16 metres (52 feet), which require a 
completely above deck installation system. The HRC10’s flawlessly handle rope up to 16mm (5/8") and 
chain up to 10mm (3/8") in size, including the thick rope to chain 
splice. The modern appearance of the HRC10 Series retains the classic good looks of previous 
Maxwell horizontal windlasses, while incorporating design features years ahead of its competitors. 



 

HWC SERIES 

The HWC Series is designed for automatic horizontal handling of chain only anchor rodes while 
offering an independent capstan for the retrieval of a secondary rope and chain rode or to assist with 
docking procedures. 

When it comes to anchoring, Maxwell provides the ultimate anchoring solution backed by sound advice 
and after sales service. A full range of anchoring accessory items are available. Please contact your 
nearest Maxwell office or local distributor for helpful advice and assistance. 

Maxwell will supply not only your anchor winch or capstan, but also a complete anchoring package 
consisting of control gear, circuit protection, anchors, rope, chain, chain stoppers, chain snubbers, 
swivels, shackles, bow rollers, etc. 

Accessories Positioning Guide 
The correct installation of your Maxwell windlass or capstan and all associated anchoring equipment 
will ensure that you get years of trouble free service. It is worth taking the time to install all accessories 
and electrical wiring or hydraulic connections carefully and professionally. Your Maxwell Owner's 
Manual will provide you with all the information you, or your service agent, needs to properly set up 
your specific installation. The indicative diagram gives you some idea of what is involved and is a 
guide only. 

 
Note: All the accessories shown are not necessarily available from every Maxwell warehouse. Please 
contact your nearest Maxwell office for availability. 


